A new IFLP schema is presented as a general framework for the induction of functional logic programs (FLP). Since narrowing (which is the most usual operational semantics of FLP) performs a unification (mgu) followed by a replacement, we introduce two main operators in our IFLP schema: a generalisation and an inverse replacement or intrareplacement, which results in a generic inversion of the transitive property of equality. We prove that this schema is strong complete in the way that, given some evidence, it is possible to induce any program which could have generated that evidence. We outline some possible restrictions in order to improve the tractability of the schema. We also show that inverse narrowing is just a special case of our IFLP schema. Finally, a straightforward extension of the IFLP schema to function invention is illustrated.
Introduction
Inductive logic programming (ILP) [9] is the branch of machine learning that studies concept learning in a logical framework. Namely, ILP deals with the induction of logic programs (i.e. finite sets of Horn clauses) from examples and background knowledge.
The use of logic programming for learning is mainly based on the idea that logic programs are a single representation for examples, background knowledge and hypotheses. However, logic languages like Prolog (the most representative language of this paradigm) lack some programming facilities such as evaluable and nested functions, types, higher order programming and lazy evaluation. Although these features are well supported by functional languages, they lack the computing power provided by logical variables and unification. Hence, the interest in the integration of both families of languages has grown over the last few years.
Integrated languages fully exploit the facilities of logic programming in a general sense: functions, predicates and equality. One relevant approach [4, 6] to integration is functional logic programming where the programs are logic programs which are augmented with Horn equational theories. A lot of work has been invested in the development of the semantics of integrated languages. Therefore, it has been shown that the main semantic properties of logic programs also hold for functional logic programs (least model, fixpoint semantics) [1] 1 . Operational semantics is defined in terms of semantic unification or Eunification [15] (i.e., general unification wrt an equational theory E). Narrowing [5, 14] is a sound and complete E-unification method for theories which satisfy some requirements (such as confluence and termination properties or the absence of extra variables in the condition of the equations). Narrowing can be seen as a combination of resolution from logic programming and term reduction from functional programming. Hence, it is widely accepted that narrowing is the key to describing operational semantics of functional logic languages.
In [3] we have presented a framework for the induction of functional logic programs (IFLP) from (positive and negative) examples. The evidence is composed of equations, and their rhs's are normalised wrt the background knowledge and the theory to be induced. In logic programming, the induction can be made top-down (starting from the most general program and refining it by specialisation) or bottom-up (starting from positive data as a program and generalising it). In the case of functional logic programs, we cannot follow a top-down direction because the examples are equations, and the most general program X = Y would not make the program terminating nor confluent. As a consequence, the kernel of our method was an inverse narrowing mechanism (similar to the inverse resolution operator of ILP) which selects pairs of equations to obtain an equation which is usually more general than the original ones. The starting set of equations is a generalisation of the positive examples which is made by replacing terms by variables at some occurrences. In fact, the algorithm combines inverse narrowing and generalisation in each step. The method is effective, but it is too specific for those cases where auxiliary terms are involved.
Let us show this with an example.
Example 1. Consider the following evidence
and suppose that sufficient negative examples are provided to justify the program
However, P could never be induced by inverse narrowing. This is because the example e + 1 directly relates the function symbols f , r and g (we are not considering other constant symbols in the equations), whereas the equations r 1 and r 2 from P define the function f in terms of r and g but through the function h. This last function can be thought of as an auxiliary function in the definition of f . The generalisation step in the inverse narrowing approach does not take this possibility into account since there is no positive evidence that links the symbols f and h nor the symbols h and g.
In this paper, we define a new framework, the IFLP schema, as a general and strong complete framework for solving the IFLP problem. By strong completeness we refer to the capability of inducing all possible programs such that the positive examples hold wrt them but the negative examples do not. The term 'strong' is due to the fact that, in this context, weak completeness makes no sense since it is always possible to find a program that covers all the positive examples and none of the negative ones: the positive examples themselves. Other completeness results could be stated in terms of some extra conditions that the program should follow (e.g. Progol). The idea is to generalise the way in which the narrowing relation is inverted to induce theories which use auxiliary functions. The inductive method proposed is closely related to the transitive property of equality. More exactly, we define a new operator that reverses the direction in which transitivity is applied. Then, we prove that the schema is complete in the sense mentioned above. We also show that the IFLP schema is rather general to have inverse narrowing as one of its instances. Finally, we deal with the function invention problem which can be easily formalised in our schema. In this context, we can consider an invented function as an auxiliary function of a new signature that extends the hypothesis language with new functions.
The work is organised as follows. In Section 2, we recall the main concepts of functional logic programming and we formalise the narrowing semantics we focus on. Section 3 reviews the inverse narrowing approach and analyses the way in that theories are induced. This motivates the introduction of new operators to overcome the limitations of inverse narrowing. The IFLP schema is defined in Section 4. The strong completeness of the schema is discussed in Section 5. Section 6 shows that inverse narrowing is an instance of our schema. In Section 7, the setting is easily changed to include function invention. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper and discusses future work.
Preliminaries
We briefly review some basic concepts about equations, Term Rewriting Systems and E-unification. For any concept which is not explicitly defined, the reader may refer to [2, 8, 15] .
Let Σ be a set of function symbols (or functors) together with their arity 2 and let X be a countably infinite set of variables. Then T (Σ, X ) denotes the set of terms built from Σ and X . The set of variables occurring in a term t is denoted V ar(t). This notation naturally extends to other syntactic objects (like clause, literal, . . .). A term t is a ground term if V ar(t) = ∅. A substitution is defined as a mapping from the set of variables X into the set of terms T (Σ, X ). An occurrence u in a term t is represented by a sequence of natural numbers. O(t) andŌ(t) denote the set of occurrences and non-variable occurrences of t respectively. t |u denotes the subterm of t at the occurrence u and t[t ′ ] u denotes the replacement of the subterm of t at the occurrence u by the term t ′ . An equation is an expression of the form l = r where l and r are terms. l is called the left hand side (lhs) of the equation and r is the right hand side (rhs). An equational theory E (which we call program) is a finite set of equational clauses of the form l = r ⇐ e 1 , . . . , e n . with n ≥ 0 where e i is an equation, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The theory (and the clauses) are called conditional if n > 0 and unconditional if n = 0. An equational theory can also be viewed as a (Conditional) Term Rewriting System (CTRS) since the equation in the head is implicitly oriented from left to right and the literals e i in the body are ordinary non-oriented equations. Given a (C)TRS R, t → R s is a rewrite step if there exists an ocurrence u of t, a rule l = r ∈ R and a substitution θ with t |u = θ(l) and s = t[θ(r)] u . A term t is said to be in normal form wrt R if there is no term t ′ with t → R t ′ . We say that an equation t = s is normalized wrt R if t and s are in normal form. R is said to be canonical if the binary one-step rewriting relation → R is terminating (there is no infinite chain
. An E-unification algorithm defines a procedure for solving an equation t = s within the theory E. Narrowing is a sound and complete method for solving equations wrt canonical programs. Given a program P , a term t narrows into a term t ′ (in symbols t u,l=r,θ
. We write t֒→ n P t ′ if t narrows into t ′ in n narrowing steps.
The Inverse Narrowing Approach
In this section, we briefly outline the inverse narrowing approach we have presented in [3] . The algorithm was composed of two operators: Consistent Restricted Generalisation and Inverse Narrowing.
Since we had to ensure posterior satisfiability, the inverse narrowing method began generating all possible restricted generalisations from each positive example which was consistent with both positive and negative examples. It was computed by the Consistent Restricted Generalisation operator.
Definition 1. Consistent Restricted Generalisation CRG
An equation e = {l 1 = r 1 } is a consistent restricted generalisation (CRG) wrt E + and E − and an existing theory T = B ∪ P if and only if e is a restricted generalisation for some equation of E +4 (always oriented left to right) and there does not exist: (1) a narrowing chain using e and T that yields some equation 3 Or simply t l=r,θ ֒→ P t ′ or t θ ֒→P t ′ if the occurrence or the rule is clear from the context. Also, the subscript P will usually be dropped when clear from the context. 4 An equation t = s is a restricted generalisation of an equation r = m if ∃σ : σ(t) = r ∧ σ(s) = m and ∀x(x ∈ V ar(s) ⇒ x ∈ V ar(t)).
of E − , and (2) a narrowing chain using e and T that yields a different normal form for some lhs different from the rhs which appeared in the equations of E + .
Secondly, the inverse narrowing operator was defined as an operator that generates an equation from two equations.
Definition 2. Inverse Narrowing
Given a functional logic program P , we say that a term t conversely narrows into a term t ′ , and we write t u,l=r,θ
The relation ←֓ P is called the inverse narrowing relation. Now, we will concentrate our attention on how the inverse narrowing approach induces equations. Suppose that s = t and l = r are the equations selected by the algorithm, such that t |u unifies with r with θ = mgu(t |u , r). Then, s = θ(t[l] u ) and l = r are the two equations induced in an inverse narrowing approach step. It is easy to see the relationship between this algorithm and the transitive property of equality. In what follows, for the sake of legibility, we consider x, y and z to be subterms at the occurrence ǫ. The next rationale is still valid for any other occurrence in a term.
The transitive property is expressed as:
whereas an inverse narrowing approach step can be also represented as:
where x → y in (2) is the equation computed by inverse narrowing from x → z and y → z. However, (2) is not a real inversion of transitivity because it begins from two equations (one of the premises and the result) of the formula (1) and it generates its other premise. To have a constructive inversion of the transitivity of equality, the behaviour of the algorithm should be as follows:
where x → y and y → z are the result of this constructive inverse narrowing.
Notice that the term y in the above formula (3) is new. The following schema not only extends the setting to cope with this inverse transitive, but also to cope with inverse replacement. This is the mechanism which will allow us to introduce auxiliary functions in the inductive process.
IFLP Schema
Let us denote the set of function symbols of arity ≥ 0 which appear in a program P as Σ P . In the same way, Σ E + , or simply Σ + , denotes the set of function symbols of arity ≥ 0 which appear in the positive evidence E + .
As we have stated, narrowing is based on a mgu, which is a specialisation, followed by a replacement. It is logical then to base the induction of functional logic programs on an inversion of these deductive operators. Consequently, we introduce two operators: an inverse specialisation, namely a generalisation, and an inverse replacement. Following the definition, and taking into account both D k and E k , the operator SIR can only generalise. However, if the occurrence ω is a variable X, the second equation is of the form t = X. If we remove this equation, it can be said that SIR specialises. Despite this seemingly contradictory behaviour, the operator must be used interactively in order to specialise a variable into a term which has more than one function symbol. h(X k,1 , X k,2 ) = b We can apply the same operator to D k at occurrence ω ′ = 2 and F = a. This gives a third equation D k+1 as: f (g(a)) = h(X k,1 , a) and a fourth equation E k+1 as: a = X k,2 It is easy to show that the original equation is covered by the program which can be constructed from D k , E k , D k+1 , E k+1 . However, it would be interesting to be able to specialise the lhs of E k 's and to allow more then one new symbol on the lhs.
Both things can be obtained by using the following simple operator: In the previous example E k+1 and E k could be folded into h(X k,1 , a) = b by using the occurrence ω=2. r(g(b, b) ), and the SIR operator is applied at occurrence ω = 1 and with function symbol h, the following two equations are generated: a first equation D k is: f (a) = r(h(X k,1 , X k,2 )) and a second equation E k as: 
) which is one rule of program P . By using the SF operator, E k and E k+2 can be folded into h(X k,1 , a) = g(b, b) and then folded again by using E k+1 into h(b, a) = g(b, b) which can then be generalised into h(X k,1 , a) = g(X k,1 , b), which is another rule of the program.
These three operators are able to construct virtually any term as the following lemma and theorem show:
Lemma 1. Select any term r constructable from T (Σ). Given any equation s = t and any occurrence ω of t there exists a finite combination of the SIR and SF operators that generates these two equations:
a first equation D as: s = q and a second equation E as:
Proof. Let us prove this lemma by mathematical induction. Consider d equal to the depth of the tree which can be drawn from r, e.g. f (g(a, h(a, a) )) has depth 4.
For d = 1, the lemma is obvious because it is only necessary to apply the SIR operator at occurrence ω with the term φ = r. Let us suppose the hypothesis that the lemma is true for k. Then, we have to show that it is true for k + 1. Consider that r |u = g(a1, a2, . . . , an) where ai are function symbols of arity 0, i.e. constants, and u = x1.x2. . . . .x k and there is no other occurrence at level k + 1 but the ai. By hypothesis we have been able to construct two equations for depth k:
a first equation D k as: s = q and a second equation E k as:
q |ω = t |ω where q = t[r ′ ]ω, with r ′ being r[a]x 1 .x 2 .....x k where this a does not appear again in r ′ . Since this a appears once, it is obvious that this step could have been avoided and we could have a variable X instead of a term a as well.
Let us apply the SIR operator to the first equation at occurrence ω ′ = x1.x2. . . . .x k with φ = g(X k,1 , X k,2 , . . . , X k,n ), n ≥ 0 is the arity of F and X k,i are different fresh 
Strong Completeness of the IFLP Schema
Theorem 1 is essential to be able to show that any possible intermediate term that may be used in a derivation can be induced by using the operators of the IFLP Schema. This leads to the following strong completeness result:
Theorem 2. Strong Completeness
Given a finite program P , and a finite evidence E generated from P , such that every rule of P is necessary for at least one equation of the positive evidence (i.e. if removed some positive example is not covered), and
all function symbols of the program appear in the positive evidence, then the program can be induced by a finite combination of the operators presented in the IFLP schema, that is to say, Unrestricted Generalitation (UG), Single Intra-Replacement (SIR) and Syntactic Folding (SF).
Proof. Select any rule r ≡ {s = t} from P . Since it is necessary, it is used in at least one derivation of one example, say a0 = an. We express this derivation as:
֒→ an
If n = 1, i.e. the derivation a0
֒→ a1 then we have that under the IFLP schema we can generate a first equation D k as: a0 = a0, and a second equation E k as: (a0) |ω = (a1) |ω , such that ω = u1, and what has to be introduced is q = (a0) |ω . This can be done as was shown in Theorem 1. The last equation E k can be generalised in order to match l1 = r1.
Let us assume the hypothesis that we have been able to generate all the li = ri upto n − 1. Then, for n we have :
un,ln=rn,θn ֒→ an Since it has been generated to an−1 we only have to show that it is possible to generate the equation that allows for narrowing from an−1 to an, i.e. an−1 un,ln=rn,θn ֒→ an. However, this step is no different from the step we proved for n = 1, so we can find this ln = rn and the hypothesis is true for all n. Thus, the theorem is proven. 2
Strong Completeness is not usual in the inductive literature (except [12] ), because, without additional information (e.g. modes) it entails intractability. However, the previous theorem discovers a set of operators which are sufficient to induce any possible program. Further work is centred on finding restrictions which preserve completeness or bring the schema to tractability. Among the latter there are at least two ways possible. A first option is to fix a selection criterion (e.g. compression) ensuring completeness wrt this criterion by using an ordered search space and mode declarations (e.g. [11] ). A second one is to study uncomplete but still powerful instances of the schema and provide efficient algorithms for them. The first option is in progress by the authors through the use of genetic programming as in [17] . The second option was precisely undertaken in [3] and the next section discusses its relation to the preceding schema.
Inverse Narrowing as an Instance of the IFLP Schema
In this section, we show that Inverse Narrowing is just an instance of our generic IFLP Schema. This relationship allows a more detailed study of our previous algorithm, its limitations and its extensions to cover more difficult cases without falling into intractability.
First of all, it is evident that, according to the definition given in Section 3, CRG is just a restriction of the UG. Secondly, Inverse narrowing was defined as an operator that generates an equation from two equations. On the contrary, SIR generates two equations from one equation. This operator, iterated and combined with the other operators of the IFLP Schema is a generalisation of inverse narrowing as the following corollary shows: Proof. Just apply the operators of the IFLP schema to obtain a first equation D k as: s = q, and a second equation E k as: q |ω = t |ω , such that ω = u, where q = t[l]ω and t |ω = r. The only difference is that t ′ = θ(q), i.e., a substitution is applied, but this difference vanishes if we select q = θ(t[l]ω) and then we generalise the second equation E k to make it match l = r. 2
Extending Inverse Narrowing
As we have stated before, the IFLP Schema should suggest different ways to generalise inverse narrowing to cope with more complex cases. In this work, it has been shown that if a function symbol did not appear in some convenient conditions, it could not be induced by inverse narrowing. In this way, we can extend inverse narrowing to allow fresh variables on the rhs's and where the secondary equation can be obtained either from a set of generalised equations from the evidence or by the introduction of a new term function symbol F (X 
Function Invention
The invention of predicates is an open area of research in ILP [13, 16, 10, 7] . In the case of unconditional functional logic programs it is expected that function invention would be even more necessary than First Order Horn Logic [16] .
In our strong completeness theorem, we assumed that Σ P = Σ + , i.e., all function symbols of the program appear in the positive evidence.
One of the reasons for the introduction of this general schema is that in the case where the relation Σ P ⊃ Σ + is strict, we can extend Σ + with new and fresh function symbols of different arities, thus making the invention of new functions possible. The set of inventable functions is denoted by Σ i , and the SIR operator can then construct terms by using function symbols from Σ + ∪ Σ i . Under the extension of the signature, it is clear that the IFLP Schema is able to invent functions. The procedure resembles the approach presented in [10] , where maximal utilisation predicates are introduced and then refined. In our case, they are refined by the possible introduction of function symbols in different occurrences at different stages.
On the contrary, in order to extend our previous inverse narrowing approach [3] with function invention, we are forced to act in the reverse way due to the nature of this procedure. Our extended inverse narrowing is able to do inventions of this kind but adding equations of the form F (a, a, . . . , a) = Y where F is a new function symbol from Σ i and a is a constant which appears in Σ + . These equations can be used as secondary equations in an inverse narrowing step. The use of inverse narrowing on the lhs is also required (this was already done when learning from background knowledge in [3] ). Therefore, the approach becomes too general for practical purposes, as the following example illustrates.
Example 4.
Let us consider the example of inducing the product function from scratch, which requires the invention of a function for addition. To do this, make Σ i = {+} where + has arity 2. Given the following evidence:
We can proceed as follows. The equation {0 × X = 0} is just a generalisation of E We make inverse narrowing at occurrence ǫ of the rhs of E1 with E3 and we have E4 ≡ 0 + 0 = 0 that can be generalised into X + 0 = X. By repeatedly using inverse narrowing on different occurrences we can obtain the following equation X + s(Y ) = s(X + Y ). Although, in this case, this involves only three steps, in general it would be necessary to use heuristics or mode declarations. Even with all this, some systems (e.g. [11] ) are helped by some examples of the addition in the evidence. The equation sX + Y = X × Y can be obtained as was shown in [3] since the equations of addition are already generated.
At the end of the process, the following program can be constructed: P = {0 × X = 0, sX × Y = X × Y + Y, X + 0 = X, X + s(Y ) = s(X + Y )}.
Conclusions and Future Work
The IFLP Schema is shown to be a general and strong complete framework for the induction of functional logic programs. Theoretically, this allows the induction of functional logic programs with auxiliary functions and, if the signature is conveniently extended, it can be used to invent functions. Moreover, although intricate combinations of the operators which have been presented may be needed in order to obtain the rules of the intended program, function symbols are introduced one by one. This makes extending our previous algorithm with the new operators possible, since it is based on genetic programming techniques.
This theoretical work is a necessary stage in a more long-term project to explore the advantages of extending the representational language of ILP to functional logic programs. This is also subject to a convenient extension of our schema to conditional theories, which will make it possible to use and compare the same examples and background knowledge as in ILP problems. A less theoretical ongoing work is centred on the development and implementation of a more powerful but still tractable algorithm than the one presented in [3] .
